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ABSTRACT 
This paper completes our characterization of subfields of the matrix ring (F),, 
when the field F is a finite extension of its prime subfield F, of characteristic p, for p 
a prime or zero. If N C(F), is any subfield having rank n, then N/S,,(F,) is 
separable, where S,( F,) = {al,, : (Y E F,} is the set of all scalar matrices over F,,. 
Moreover, an intermediate field M between S,(F,) and N has finite degree over 
S,,(5,) if and only if M is a simple extension of S,,(F,), say M = S,,( F,)[A], A E M. 
Let S,,(K) be the field of all scalar matrices in M (called the scalar interior of M), and 
let S,,(F’) be the scalar interior of N. Then K is a subfield of F with [K: F,] < 03, 
and the intermediate field S,(F’)[A] between M and N (called the scalar closure of 
M in N) can be obtained by adjoining to M only scalar matrices over F’. Under 
classical hypotheses, the primary results of this paper constructively exhibit the fields 
K while characterizing the fields M. In particular, K is shown to be the fixed field of 
a subgroup H of G(Q/F,), where Fr is the coefficient field of the minimal 
polynomial f(x) of A over F, and H is explicitly determined by the canonical 
factorization of f(r) over F. The results generalize directly to subfields of (F),, 
having arbitrary rank r < n. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
This paper completes our characterization [3,4] of subfields of the matrix 
ring (F), when the field F is a finite extension of its prime subfield FP of 
characteristic p for p a prime or zero; i.e., whenever F is a finite field or an 
algebraic number field. 
For p either zero or a prime, an algebraic extension field F/F, is 
separable whether [F : F,] is finite or infinite. Thus whenever a subfield N of 
(F), has rank n, then N/S,(F,) is separable, where S,(F,) = { a1, : a E F,} 
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is the set of all scalar matrices over F,. Hence whenever M is an intermediate 
field between N and S,( F,), then [M: S,( F,)] < cc if and only if M = 
S,( F,)[ A] for some (primitive) matrix A E M. Let S,(K) be the field of all 
scalar matrices in M, in which case M = S,( K)[ A], and let S,( F’) be the field 
of all scalar matrices in A? Then [K : F,] < co, and K is contained in the entry 
field qq, ,... ,a,, ,... ,a.,,...,a.. ] of the matrix A = luiij. Moreover, the 
intermediate field S,( F’)[ A] between M and N can be obtained by adjoining 
to M only scalar matrices over F’. Whenever the field extensions M/S,( F,), 
F/F,, L/F,, are normal, where L is the coefficient field of any elementary 
divisor of A in F[x], we constructively exhibit the subfields K of F while 
characterizing the matrix subfields M of (F),. The rank restriction is removed 
and the set of all “scalar” matrices in M is determined when M has arbitrary 
rank r<n. 
Jacobson briefly discussed the regular representation of a finite extension 
F/l$ [15] while Scognamiglio touched on matrix representations of finite 
fields [23] in 1964. Independently, this author reintroduced matrix fields in 
1972 [3,4]. Our constructive characterization of matrix fields over finite fields, 
pursued in [l], obtained in [2], and generalized in [3,4] to include matrix 
fields over algebraic number fields, is based on the rational canonical form 
[21] of a primitive element A of a matrix field M contained in (F),,. The 
invariance of the rational canonical form of A under field extensions of the 
ground field F [22], and its prominent display of the minimal polynomial of 
A over F, led us to choose it as the basis for our characterization. In 1973 
Willett [25] accommodated those who prefer the Jordan canonical form. 
Despite the results on matrix fields which have appeared more recently 
[5,6,9,10,17,24], these characterizations [3, Theorems 2,3; 4, Theorems 5,6; 
25, Theorems 1,2] remain awkward. Their primary weakness, from both 
theoretical and applied points of view: They fail to display a matrix field M as 
an extension of a suitable maximal subfield of M. We remove this obstacle as 
indicated above, and obtain a “best possible” characterization of matrix fields 
which are simple algebraic (and, hence, separable) extensions of their prime 
subfields. 
The fundamental result of this paper is Theorem 3 (Section 4), which 
leads to a natural determination of the set of all scalar matrices which occur in 
a matrix field M of full rank. Additionally, this information is displayed for 
the components of M in our new characterization of matrix fields of arbitrary 
rank (Section 5). In conclusion we briefly indicate some basic steps toward 
obtaining the scalar interior of a matrix field over an algebraic number field 
when the aforementioned normality hypotheses are not satisfied. 
Our language and notation is that of [3]-[6], [9], [lo], but we assume the 
reader to be familiar with only a few details of their arguments. Primarily, one 
just needs to see that our arguments take place in a proper algebraic setting, 
and be familiar with the concept of n-diagonal subrings [4] of (F),. Here, the 
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field extension F/Fp is arbitrary (even transcendental) unless noted. If M is a 
subring of the complete matrix ring (F), of all n X n matrices over F under 
the usual operations of matrix addition and multiplication, then M is called a 
subfield of (F), provided M is itself a field. We remember: The identity I of 
a matrix field M is not assumed to be the identity I, of the ring (F),. Thus 
the rank of a matrix ring M with identity I is defined to be the rank of I, and 
we recall that the rank of each nonzero matrix in a field M is that of I (31. 
The set of all scalar matrices al,, a E F, is denoted by S,,(F). The ring 
extension of S,(F) in (F), obtained by adjoining A E (F), is denoted by 
S,,( F)[ A], and we recall that (F), is algebraic over F. A similarity transfor- 
mation of M over F maps A + PAP- ‘, A E M, for some fixed nonsingular 
matrix P E (F),. If F’ is a subfield of the field F, we denote the group of all 
F’-automorphisms of F by G(F/F’). Th e relevant Galois theory for finite 
fields and algebraic number fields is given in numerous texts, including [14], 
[16], [lQ]. The basic facts regarding finite fields F = GF(p”) are highly 
accessible in [18], while Dickson [12] remains a wellspring. 
Our main results (Theorems 2-6) are presented in fundamental settings, 
not only for brevity but for greater applicability and accessibility. To better 
exhibit their constructive arguments, we have resolved most of the (character- 
istic) technical differences within the proofs of preliminary results (Section 3) 
which are independent of p. 
We emphasize: If a matrix A E (F), has rank n and its minimal 
polynomial over F is reducible in F[ x 1, then the matrix ring S,( F)[ A] has 
zero divisors. This, in itself, does not preclude A from being in a subfield M 
of (F),,; it merely prohibits the center S,,(F) of (F), from simultaneously 
being contained in such an irregulur field M. 
2. IRREGULAR MATRIX FIELDS 
Until further notice let F be an arbitrary algebraic extension of Fp, p 
arbitrary, and recall from [4] that for any matrix A E (F),, the matrix ring 
M = S,( F,)[ A] having rank n is a field if and only if the minimal polynomial 
h( x ) of A over F, is prime (manic irreducible) in F,[ x]. Let f(x) = xL + 
a1x ‘- ’ + . . . + a, be the minimal polynomial of A over F, and let f(x) have 
coefficient field Ff = F,[a,, . . . , a,]. Then f(x) I h(x) in Ff[x], since 
f(x), h(x) E Ff[r]. Thus M is a field if and only if f(r) divides (in F,-[xl) 
some prime polynomial h(x) E F,[x]. 
Assume M = S,(F,)[ A] is a field. Does the matrix field M contain the 
matrix field S,,(F)? Does M contain S,(Ff)? (We will find that the entry field 
of A is not the key. For now, any scalar matrix in S,(F,)[ A] must lie in 
S,(Ff) whenever A is nonderogatory, which follows from the fundamental 
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fact: Any similarity transformation on (F), leaves S,(F) fixed pointwise.) It is 
necessary to establish several “regularity classes” of subfields of (F),. 
DEFINITION 1. Let F be an arbitrary field, and let M be a subfield of 
(F), having rank n. Then M is called regular if S,(F) G M; otherwise, M is 
called irregular. An irregular subfield M of (F), is called semiregular 
provided M has a regular extension in (F),; otherwise, M is essentially 
irregular. 
DEFINITION 2. Let F be an arbitrary field with prime subfield FP, and 
let M be a subfield of (F), having rank n and [M: S,( F,)] < CO. If A E M 
such that M = S,( F,)[A] and A has minimal polynomial f(x) over F, then 
M is totally irregular if S,(F,-)p M. 
As indicated above, the totally irregular subfields of (F), form a subclass 
of the essentially irregular subfields, which in turn form a subclass of the 
irregular subfields. A symmetric-function-theorem argument (similar to that 
given for the Proposition in Section 3) establishes that whenever M = 
S,(F,)[ A] = S,( F,)[B] is a subfield of (F), with h(x), fB(r) the minimal 
polynomials of A, I3 respectively over F, then f*(x) and fs(x) have the same 
coefficient fields. Thus the total irregularity of M in Definition 2 is indepen- 
dent of the choice of A, so it is well defined. 
Given a subfield M of (F), having full rank n, the incisive question 
remains from [4, p. 4811: What is the set S of all scalar matrices contained in 
M? It is clear that S = S,( K ) for some subfield K of F. 
DEFINITION 3. Let M be a subfield of (F), having rank n, where F is 
an arbitrary field. The field S,(K) of all scalar matrices contained in M is 
called the scalar interior of M. If N is an overring of M in (F),, the maximal 
field extension of M in N obtained by adjoining scalar matrices in N to M is 
called the scalar closure of M in N. 
For algebraic extensions F/F,, under “minimal” hypotheses we will show 
that if M = S,(F,)[ A] is a subfield of (F),, the matrix A has minimal 
polynomial f(r) over F, and M is not totally irregular, then S,(Ff) is the 
scalar interior of M. The scalar interior of a totally irregular matrix field is 
more elusive. A posteriori, totally irregular matrix fields abound, but very 
small ones do not exist. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F = GF(22) = {O,l, a, a2}, and A = diag)a, a21. The 
resulting field S,( F,)[ A] is essentially irregular but not totally irregular. Note 
that A is the Jordan canonical form of the companion matrix C(x2 + x + 1). 
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o+ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
58 53 34 43 6 5 44 23 27 12 49 10 41 25 
+ 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
55 46 33 54 26 24 42 35 8 20 14 19 9 50 
+ 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 
32 47 60 29 17 3 22 45 56 52 59 48 13 21 
+ 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 
4 7 36 16 30 40 11 28 61 38 2 18 15 37 
+ 57 58 59 60 61 62 
62 1 39 31 51 57 
EXAMPLE 2. As in [7], let the multiplicative group F* = GF(2”)* = 
{O,L..., 62} of F be represented by the additive integers modulo 63, and let 
z denote the additive identity of F. Addition in F is performed using Table 1. 
(Note that 0 is the multiplicative identity.) To add, for “a < b” find 
a+b=a(O+b-a). For example: 39+32=32+39=32(0+7)=32(44)= 
76 (mod 63) = 13. 
The polynomial h(x) = OX 6 + Ox5 + 0 is primitive (of the third kind [ 111) 
over F,, and has roots 1,2,4,8,16,32 in F. From Dickson [12, p. 331, these 
roots pair up as 1,8; 2,16; 4,32 to provide the factorization h(x) = 
h,(x)h,(x)h,(x) over GF(23), where h,(x) = Ox2 +45x +9, h,(x) = Ox2 + 
27x + 18, h3(x) = Ox2 +54x + 36. Let Hi = C(hi(x)), and consider any A4 = 
S,(F,)[ H] where H = diaglH,, Hj( but i f j. Then M is isomorphic to F. 
Note that the minimal polynomial of H over F has coefficient field GF(23) 
regardless of how H is formed, and that the subfield of M having order 23 
has multiplicative group generated by H ‘, 
Table 2 exhibits the nth powers of the HP. Note the action of the Galois 
group G(GF(S’)/F,) exhibited by the rows of Table 2 (hence by the diagonal 
TABLE 2 
n HP” H”” 2 HZ” 
1 91 181 361 
2 181 361 91 
3 271 541 451 
4 361 91 181 
5 451 271 54Z 
6 541 451 271 
7 oz 01 01 
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blocks of the matrices in M). We see that M always has scalar interior S,( F,), 
so M is totally irregular. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we overcome several hurdles remaining from [4] in the 
characteristic zero case. The lemmas are not original (unless in form), but for 
various reasons the p = 0 analogs of “everyday” facts concerning finite fields 
are apparently not well known. 
THEOREM 1. Let F/F, be algebraic, p a prime or zero, M = S,( F,)[ A] a 
normal field extension of S,( F,,) in (F ),, and let A have minimal polynomial 
f(x) over F. Then the coeffacient field F, off(x) is embeddable in M. 
Proof. We have proved the result earlier [4, Theorem 6(v)] for p # 0. 
Thus assume p = 0, and let h(x) be the minimal polynomial of A over Fp. 
Let F” be a splitting field for h(x) over F, and let F: c F” be a splitting 
field for h(x) over Fpi Since f(x) I h(r) in F&x], and h(x) splits in F,‘l[x], 
then f(x) splits in Fp [xl. Thus Fr c Fp”, and we are done, since S,( F,)[ A] 
is Fp-isomorphic to Ft. n 
Next we reformulate the fundamental relation between the normality and 
stability of subfields of a Galois extension [16]. It follows readily from the 
basic facts on extending isomorphisms of subfields to automorphisms of a 
superfield [19, pp. 17, 591 and is well displayed classically [15]. Still, it 
deserves display as well as caution: when p # 0 and [L : Lp] = d < co, then 
L/L, is normal if and only if F has a unique subfield K satisfying 
[K: F,] = d; such is not the case when p = 0. 
LEMMAS. Let F/F,, be an algebraic Galois extension, p a prime or zero, 
and let the field L be embeddable in F. Then L/L, is normal if and only if F 
contains a unique subfield isomorphic to L. 
The matrix field results in Sections 4,5 are not so fragile as one might 
expect, due largely to a p = 0 analog, observed in [26, p. 2901 and re-proved 
below, of the finite field result (also not stated formally, but proved in 
[12, p. 331) concerning the coefficient fields of the prime factors in F [ x] of a 
polynomial which is prime in F,[x]. (The historical emphasis has been on the 
degrees of the prime factors rather than the precise location of their coeffi- 
cients.) Even the (unneeded) stronger hypothesis that all subfields of the 
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algebraic extension F/F, are normal over F, would include all algebraic 
abelian extensions F as well as all finite nonabelian extensions whose Galois 
groups are the Hamiltonian groups (characterized in [13, p. 1901). Recall [20] 
that an irreducible normal polynomial h(x) E F[r] is an irreducible poly- 
nomial for which F[ 191 is a splitting field for h(x) over F for any root 8 of 
h(x). 
LEMMA 2. Let F/F, be an algebraic field extension with h(x) E F,[x] 
prime norm& of degree m, and let f(x) E F[ x] be a divisor of h(x) whose 
coefftcient field Ff is normal over F,. Zf [F,-: F,] = d, then h(x) factors in 
Ff[x] as the product of d distinct primes each having degree m/d and 
coeffzcient field Ff 
Proof. It is an exercise, literally [14, p. 2691, to show that a field L c F is 
normal over F, (if and) only if the prime factors of h(x) in L[x] all have the 
same degree. Since F/F, is separable, h(x) = h,(x). . . h,(x), where the 
primes h,(x) E FJx] are distinct and each has degree t = m/Z. Let Ff” be a 
splitting field for h(x) over Ff, and let 0 be a root of h(x) in Ff”. Since 
h(x) E F,[x] is prime normal and f(x) I h(x), then F, c Ffz Fi, so that 
Fp = F,[B] = F,[B] and m = [Ff : F,] = [Ff[O]: Ff][F,: F,] =(m/Z)d. Hence 
1 = d. Since the primes hi(x) have coefficient fields F,,, c Ffi and whenever 
8, E Ff” is a root of hi(x) then F,,, [ fli] = Fp’l, it follows that [ F,,( : F,] = d = 
[Ff: F,], so that F,, = Fr W 
Now we generalize [4, Theorem 71 and partially characterize the regular- 
ity (Section 2) of finite extensions of S,,(F,). 
THEOREM 2. Let F/Fp be algebraic with p a prime or zero; let 
f(x) E F[x] have coefficient field Fr with Ff/F, normal; and suppose 
M = S,(F,)[C( f(x))] is a subfield of (F), with M/S,,(F,) normal. Then 
S,,( Ff) 2 M if and only if f( x) is prime in Ff[ x], 
Proof. If S,( Ff) c M, then A4 = S,( Ff)[C( f(x))] and f(X) is the minimal 
polynomial of the companion matrix C( f( x)) over S,( Ff). Thus f(x) is prime 
in Ff[x]. Conversely, we obtain a tower of fields 
ns”_cM=S,(F,)[C(f(x))] -cS,(Ff)[C(f(x))l =M’, 
where M” is isomorphic to Ff (Theorem 1). By Lemma 1, M” = S,,( Ff), since 
M’/S,( F,) and S,,( Ff)/S,( Fp) are normal. n 
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PROPOSITION. Let F/F, be algebraic with p a prime OT zero; let M = 
S,( F,)[ A] be a subfield of (F), with M/S,(F,) normal; and let A have 
minimal polynomial f( x) over F whose coefficient field Ff is normal over F,. 
The following hold: 
(i) M is regular if and only if f(x) is prime in F[ x] and Ff = F. 
(ii) M is semiregular if and only if f(x) is prime in F[x] and I$ c F. 
(iii) M is essentially irregular and not totally irregular if and only if f( x) 
factors in F[ x] and is prime in Ff[x]. 
(iv) M is totalZy irregular if and onZy if f( x) factors in Ff[ x]. 
(v) M is totally irregular if and only if every finite extension of M in (F), 
is totally irregular. 
Proof. Statements (i)-(iv) follow from Theorem 2 and zero-divisor argu- 
ments. The sufficiency statement of (v) is trivial; thus assume M = S,( F,)[ A] 
c S,( F,)[ B] = M’ and M is totally irregular. Let fA(x), fB(x) be the minimal 
polynomials of A, B respectively over F. Since A = g(B) for some g(r) E 
F,[x], the eigenvalues 6, of A [in an appropriate splitting field for fB(x) over 
F] are given by ti_+, = g( 0,) as 8, ranges over the eigenvalues of B. It follows 
by the symmetric function theorem that the coefficient fields satisfy Fr;, c Ff,. 
Since (iv) holds, S,(FfR)p M’; otherwise, S,(Ff)[A] c M’ and M’ has zero 
divisors. n 
One further refinement of these regularity classes is appropriate. Though 
primarily for completeness and later use [8], it is relevant to our comment 
following the proof of Theorem 4. 
DEFINITION 4. Let F be an arbitrary field, and let M be a subfield of 
(F ),. If M is an essentially irregular subfield of (F’), for every subfield F’ of 
F such that M c (F’),, then M is a stably irregular subfield of (F),. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let M = S,( F;)[ A] b e a regular subfield of (F’), so that 
S,( F’) c M, and let f(x) be the minimal polynomial of A over F’. If the field 
F is obtained from F’ by adjoining a root of f(x) to F’ and [F : F’] > 1, then 
M is an essentially irregular subfield of (F), which is not stably irregular. 
4. THE SCALAR INTERIOR OF A MATRIX FIELD 
Our next result is the cornerstone of this paper. While it is classical to 
argue on the root field of a polynomial, our argument is antiphonal between 
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the coefficient field of a polynomial and its root field, as it is between the 
rational and Jordan canonical forms of a matrix. With it, we exhibit the tower 
of scalar interiors of the components of a matrix field M in rational canonical 
form [6] in addition to displaying the scalar interior of M itself. To clarify the 
more general result (Theorem 4) we first prove its simplest form. Note: In 
Theorems 3,4 the restriction on the ground field F is that the extension F/F, 
be algebraic, not necessarily of finite degree, since we hypothesize that 
M/MI, is simple; in Theorems 5,6 we conclude that M/M, is simple. The 
results hinge on Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let F/F, be algebraic, p a prime or zero, f(x) E F[x] 
have degree n and coefficient field Fr with [ Ff: F,] = d; and suppose 
f(x) I h(x) for some prime h(x) E F,[x] of degree m. Zf the field extensions 
Ff/FP and M = S,(F,)[C( f(x))]/S,(F,) are both normal, then M has scalar 
interior S,( K ) where K is the fixed field of the subgroup ( v2,. . . , vi) of the 
Galois group G( Ff/FP), with the automorphisms vi defined by the factoriza- 
tion of f(x) in FJ x] as the product of j distinct primes of degree t = m/d: 
h,(x)=x’+a,x’-‘+ ... +a,, 
hi(x) = x’ + vi(al)x”-’ + . . . + vi(a,), Z<i<j. 
Moreover, M is similar over F to a maximal subfield of (Ff),,. 
Proof Evidently, M is a subfield of (F), having rank n and [M: S,( F,)] 
= m. With M/S,( F,) normal, M contains an isomorphic copy of the 
coefficient field Ff by Theorem 1, so d I m. By Lemma 2, h(x) factors in 
FJx] as the product of d distinct primes h,(x) of degree t = m/d and 
coefficient field Ff when Ff/FP is normal. Since f(x) is the minimal 
polynomial of C(f(x)) over F, then f(x)1 h(x) in Ff[x]. Thus f(x) = 
h,(x). . . hj(x) for some ordering of the primes h,(x) and some j, 1~ j < d. 
Since the primes h,(x) are distinct, they are pairwise relatively prime, so the 
matrix C( f(x)) is similar over F,- to the diagonal block matrix 
Since M is similar over F to the field M’ = S,( F,)[ J], the scalar interior of M’ 
is also S,( K ). As a rdiagonal field [4], 
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for the obvious substitution isomorphisms 
Let Mj = S,(F,)[C(h,(x))], and conclude the normality of M;/S,(F,,) from 
that of M/S,(F,). Since F,, = Ff for each i and the hi(x) are primes, 
Theorem 2 we have S,( F,)[ d( hi( x))] = S,( Ff)[ C( hi( x))] for 1 < i < j. Thus 
by 
and for 2 4 i < j the substitution isomorphisms +i satisfy 
Since the primes h,(x) are distinct, the isomorphisms +i must induce F,-auto- 
morphisms vi of Ff satisfying vi( h,(x)) = hi(x) as claimed for 2 < i < j. Thus 
K is the fixed field of the subgroup (va,. . . , vj) of G(F,-/F,). (If p is a prime, 
we can find distinct integers n(1) = 0 < n(2) < . . . < n(j) < d - 1 such that 
for 1 < i < j and u E Ff, v,(a) = up”“’ [12].) 
For the final claim we have M = S,( K)[ C( f( x))], and our description of K 
as a fixed field shows that K = Ff if and only if f(x) is prime in Ff[x]. If 
K = Ff, then M’ is maximal in (Ff)n by [4, Theorem lo]. Thus assume K is a 
proper subfield of Fp Then f(r) factors nontrivially in Ff[x], so that C( f(x)) 
is similar over Ff to .I as given in ( *) but with 1 < j < d. Let B E ( Ff)n 
commute with J. Then B = diag[ B i, . . . , Bj] for matrices Bi E S,( F,-)[C( hi( x))], 
since the polynomials hi(x) are distinct and the companion matrices C( h,( x)) 
are nonderogatory. But some matrix D = diag 1 B,, B’ I occurs in M’. If 
BE M’, then D-B # 0, and has rank I < n, so that D-B lies in no 
subfield of (F), having rank n. Thus M’ has no proper field extensions in 
(Ff),,. n 
DEFINITION 5. Whenever f(x) E Ff[x] divides a prime polynomial h(x) 
E F, [ x] as described in Theorem 3, we call the displayed subgroup ( vg,. . . , vi) 
of G( Ff/Fp) the automorphism group of f(r) and denote it by G,.. We call 
the fixed field of Gf the fixed field of f(x) and denote it by K, 
In general, the particular matrix [ C( f( x)) in Theorem 31 having minimal 
polynomial f(x) over F does not otherwise determine Gf and Kp Rather, G, 
and K, are determined by the divisibility conditions placed on f(x) and the 
factorization of f(x) in FJx]. [I n ac when p # 0 it is only these conditions f t, 
satisfied by f(x), not f(x) itself, which come into play.] 
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THEOREM 4. Let F/F, be algebraic, p a prime or zero, and let the 
subfield M of (F), b e a simple extension of S,,(F,). Whenever the field 
extensions M = S,( Fp)[ A]/.$,( F,) and F/F, are normal, the matrix A has 
minimal polynomial f(x) over F, and the coefficient field F,, is normal over 
F, for some prime factor hi(x) of f( ) x in F[x], then M ha; scalar interior 
S,( Kr). Moreover, the nontrivial similarity invariants f,( r ) I . . . I fk( x) = f(x) 
of A have fired fields K, = Kfi _C . . . _C K,-,. 
Proof. Since M is a simple field extension of S,(F,), pick any matrix 
A E M such that M = S,,( Fp)[ A]. Let the matrix A have minimal polynomial 
f(x) over F, and minimal polynomial h(x) over Fp of degree m. We can 
assume w.1.o.g. that the matrix A is in rational canonical form over F; 
i.e., A = diag]C( fi(x)),.. ., C(fk(x))l where degf;(x) = mi, f;(x)lf;+l(x) ill 
F[ x] for 1~ i < k - 1, and f(x) = fk(x). If k = 1, we are done by Theorem 3 
and our remark preceding Definition 1, so assume k > 1. Consider the 
r-diagonal representation of M given by 
where the $+ : S,,, ,( F,)[C( fl( x))] ---f S,,,( Fp)[ C( f;( x))] are the obvious substitu- 
tion isomorphisms. 
Case 1. If f(x) is prime in F[x], then fi(x) = . . . = fk(x) = f(x) and 
for 1~ i < k, S,,,( F,)[C( f;(x))] = S,,fFf)[C( f(x))]. Each $Q is the identity 
map in this case, so that S,( Ff) = S,( Kf) is the scalar interior of M (obtained 
in [4, Theorems 7,8] as a k-sum). 
Case II. Assume f(x) factors in F[x]. When F/F, is normal, it is Galois 
(i.e., algebraic, normal, and separable), and since h(x) is prime in F,,[x], then 
h(x) factors in F[r] as the product, for some d satisfying 1~ d < m, of d 
distinct primes of degree t = m/d, say h(x) = h,(x) . ’ . h,,(x). (Note that 
d=(m,e)if p#Oand[F:F,]=e [12].)A ssume that some coefficient field 
extension F,> /F, is normal. Since F[x] is a unique factorization domain, 
from Lemma) 2 we obtain F,, = F,, [ = GF(p”) if p # 0] for 1 < i < d. (If 
p = 0, one can conclude [F,, I Fp] 2 d.) Let L denote this coefficient field, 
common to the primes hi(x), ‘and order the latter so that for each i, 1 ,< i < k, 
f;b) = h,(x) . . . h&d, li<d> 
where Zi < Zi + r for 1~ i < k - 1, and 1, > 1. Consider the r-diagonal repre- 
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sentation of the field M’, similar over F to M, given by 
where the +i are again the obvious substitution isomorphisms mapping the 
first component of M’ to its successors. Note the set-theoretic containments 
{+ i>.*.,$r,} c {$i>..., +[,+,}, 1~ i d k - 1, and let us,. . . , v,, be the auto- 
morphisms of L/F, determined by h(r) = hi(~)vs(hi(~)) . . * v,Jh,(x)) . . . 
v,,( h 1( x)). As argued in the proof of Theorem 3, 
Again, the induced automorphisms r#+ of L are given by $i = v,, so M’ (and 
M) have scalar interior S,(K), where K is the fixed field of the subgroup 
(Q’..., vI,) of G( L/F,), since the grouptheoretic containments (vi,. . . , vIl) 
*- c (VI,..., v/J force the reverse containments of their fixed fields. 
&,e f(r) = &(x) = h,(x) . . * h,jr) and each hi(x) has coefficient field L, 
then Ff c L. However, K c Ff, since the entries of any matrix in 
S,,,,C F,)[ C( fk( x))] are elements of Ffk = Ff Thus the restriction of the group 
(us,..., v,,) to Ff determines the subgroup Gfk = Gr of G(Ff/Fp), and we 
conclude K = K,. Moreover, observe KA c K, ; otherwise, K c K,. To 
establish the final claim of the theorem, let 1: i’g k - 1 be arbitrary, and 
truncate the ?rdiagonal representation of M’ in (#) after its (i + 1)st compo- 
nent. As just observed, K,-+, c K,. n 
Note in Case II of the preceding proof: If f(r) is prime in Ff[x] and 
A E (Ff)n c (F),, then M is again a “k-sum” [4]. 
It is especially gratifying to discover the tower Kfk c . . . c Kf, of fixed 
fields in Theorem 4; the coefficient fields Ffk,. . . , Ff, are not nested. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let the “exponential’ representation [7] of GF(2s) be 
defined by the primitive polynomial (of the third kind) h(x) = Ox8 + Ox’ + 
Ox2 + Ox + 0 E GF[2, x], whose roots are 1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128 E GF(2’). Let 
M be the rdiagonal subfield of (GF(Zs)),, having components S,,, [ C( A( x))], 
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1~ i < 4, where 
fi(r) has roots 1,16,4; 
fs(x) has roots 1,16,4,64; 
f,(x) has roots 1,16,4,64,2,32; 
f4(x) has roots 1,16,4,64,2,32,8,128. 
Since h(r) = h(x) E FJx], the field M is not totally irregular. Even so, the 
entry fields of its components are not nested; using Dickson [12, p. 331 and 
Theorem 4, we find 
Ff, = GF(2s), 
Ff, = GF(22), 
Kfi = GF(22), 
Ff, = GF(24 )> 
Kfi = GF(22), 
Ff, = P,, 
27: 29 
f4 2’ 
For a totally irregular example, truncate M after its third component. 
5. THE FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION OF MATRIX FIELDS 
The concepts and results for matrix fields of full rank extend directly. If it4 
is a subfield of (F), of rank r, then M is similar over F to a matrix field M’ in 
which each matrix has the form diag I 0, r, A’ I, and A’ E (F), has rank r if 
and only if the corresponding matrix A E M is nonzero. The field M’ is called 
a norm& form for M, and the obvious projective image of M’ in (F), is 
denoted by TIM’ [6]. 
DEFINITION 6. Let M be a subfield of (F), of rank T < n, and let 
M’ = PMP-’ be a normal form for M. The matrix A E M is called a “scalar ” 
matrix provided its image rrPAP-’ E T,.M’ is a scalar matrix. The scalar 
interior of M is the set of all “scalar” matrices in M, and M is regular, 
irregular, semiregular, essentially irregular, totally irregular, or stably irregu- 
lar simultaneously with 7r, M’. If L is an overring of M in (F),, the “scalar ” 
closure of M in L is P- ‘7~, ‘NP, where N is the scalar closure in 1~rPLp-l of 
T,M’. 
It is straightforward that any “scalar” matrix in a matrix field M of rank r 
determines a unique scalar matrix in v,M’, so these new concepts are well 
defined. Moreover, the obvious analogs of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 hold for 
subfields of (F), having rank r < n. 
On combining Theorem 4 with [4, Theorems 5,6], our characterization of 
finite matrix fields is complete. 
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THEOREM 5. Let F = GF(p”), and let M be a subring of (F), having 
rank T and order p”. Then M is a field if and only if M is similar over F to a 
a-diagonal ring M’= r-diag(RO,. . . , R,; (pO,. . . , Go), where R, is the zero 
subring of(F),_,, and for some prime polynomial h(x) E F,[x] of degree m, 
and each i, 1~ i < k: 
(i) Ri = S,,,,(Kf;)[C(fi(x))l for some f;(x) 14x1 in F[xl, 
(4 fi(x) 1 . . . 1 fk(x), 
(iii) Kfi c . . . c K,, 
(iv) (P,(g(C(f,(x)))) = g(C(A(x))) for g(x) 65 K,[xl, 
(v) Fr is embeddable in R j for 1~ j < k, 
(vi) R) has scalar interior S,,,,( K6), 
(vii) T,M’ has scakr interior S,( Kfi), 
(viii) GA = (Ye,. . . , vl,) for any prime factor h,(x) E GF[p”, x] of h(x) 
with d = (m, e) and x(x) = h,(x)v,(h,(r)). . . Yl,(hl(x)), 
(ix) Kf, is the fixed field of the subgroup GA of G( Ff /F,). 
More elegantly put, the preceding result and Theorem 6 would be 
corollaries to the modification of Theorem 6 obtained by merely changing 
“ Let F be an algebraic number field. . . ” to “ Let [F: F,] = e for p a prime or 
zero. . . .” However, we wish to emphasize the questions which remain when 
p = 0. 
THEOREM 6. Let F be an algebraic number field, and let M be a subring 
of ( F ), having rank r. Then M is a Jield if and only if M is similar over F to 
a &iagonal ring M’=mdiag(R,,...,R,; $I*,...,+~), where R, is the zero 
subring of(F),_,, and for some prime polynomial h(x) E F,[x] and each i, 
l<i<k: 
(9 Ri = S,,,,(F~)[C(fXx))l for some A(x) 14x1 in FIxI, 
(4 f,(x) 1 . . . 1 fk(x), 
(iii) (P,(C(f,(x))) = C(f;(x)). 
If the field M is normal over its prime subfield MO, then 
(iv) Fr; is embeddable in R j for 1~ j < k. 
Whenever the field extensions M/M,, F/F,, L/F, are normal, where L is 
the coefficient field of any prime factor in F [x] of fk(x), then 
(v) R i = SnIt( KI,)[C( fi(x))] and has scalar interior S,,,,( KA), 
(4 +i(g(C(fl(x)))) = g(C(f;(x))) for g(x) E Kh[xl> 
(vii) rV M’ has scalar interior S,( Kfk), 
(viii) Kh c . . . c Kf,, 
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where the nontrivial similarity invariants J(r) factor canonically in F[ X] as 
J(x) = h,(X)QhLx)) . . . q(hO)) f or some prime factor h,(x) E F[x] of 
f(x), and Kf, is the fixed field of the subgroup of G(Ffi/F,,) induced by the 
subgroup (vz,. . . , Y!,) of G(L/F,). 
We conclude with a “first step” toward determining the scalar interior of 
a matrix field over an algebraic number field when the normality hypotheses 
of Theorem 6(v)-(viii) are not satisfied. Specifically, we propose an analog 
(Theorem 8) of Theorem 1 for use in conjunction with a classical approach 
involving normal closures of (ground or matrix) field extensions. 
DEFINITION 7. Let F be an algebraic field extension of the field K, and 
let h(x) E K [ x] be prime. We call the product g(x) of the linear factors of 
h(x) in F[x] the splitting quotient of h(x) over F. If h(x) has no roots in F, 
take g(x) = 1 as its splitting quotient. 
THEOREM 7. Let F/K be algebraic, h(x) prime in K[x], and let g(x) be 
the splitting quotient ofh(r) over F. Then Fg = F!,,,; i.e., g(x) and h(r)/g(x) 
have the same coefficient fields in F. 
Proof. Let h(x) =g(x)Z(x), and note that g(x) = h(x)/l(x) E F,[x], 
l(x) = h(x)/g(r) E F&4. n 
THEOREM 8. Let F/F, be algebraic, let M = S,( F,)[ A] be a subfield of 
(F),, and let A have minimal polynomial h(X) over S,( F,). lf g(X) is the 
splitting quotient of h(X) over M and f(X) I g(X), then Ff is embeddable 
in M. 
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